The Venice Architecture
Biennale Patrons Programme
2016

We’re taking New Zealand to
Venice. Join us.
The Venice Architecture Biennale is a unique event. Over six
months, scores of countries exhibit their architecture in the
incomparable setting of one of the world’s most beautiful cities.
The Architecture Biennale is a great reason – on top of all the
others – to visit Venice, and 2016 offers an opportunity to not just
see the Biennale but to experience it close up.
For only the second time, New Zealand will have an official
exhibition at the event. The New Zealand Institute of Architects
invites you to be there with us and our creative team as we
launch our exhibition, Future Islands.
Become a Patron and join us in Venice for the Vernissage (26
and 27 May, 2016). Meet our creative team, come to our
opening events, and gain a preview of the whole Biennale before
it opens to the public. Stay a few days and enjoy a guided tour
of some of the great architectural landmarks in the Veneto. Take
some time to get lost in Venice.
Be there as we take New Zealand architecture to the world.

Venice Patrons Package
We offer exclusive opportunities to become involved with our official exhibition
in Venice, discover more about New Zealand architecture, and experience the
world’s most prestigious architecture event. Our Patrons Package includes:
1

An invitation for two to meet the
creative team and preview the
Future Islands exhibition in
New Zealand, before it leaves for
Venice in early 2016
2

Two tickets to the exclusive
Vernissage, including the opening
of the New Zealand exhibition and
access to national exhibitions in the
Giardini and Arsenale
3

A guided tour of the exhibition
followed by lunch with Creative
Director, Charles Walker
4

A full-day architecture tour outside
Venice to see buildings by Palladio
and Carlo Scarpa*
5

For more details and to register your interest contact:
Jennifer Buckley
Programme Manager Venice Biennale 2016
New Zealand Institute of Architects
+64211456242
jbuckley@nzia.co.nz
www.venice.nzia.co.nz

An exhibition catalogue and other
complimentary collateral

6

Access to specialist travel
arrangements including
accommodation and restaurant
bookings in Venice
7

A limited edition commemorative
medallion designed by Miriam
van Wezel
8

Membership to the Amisfield Wine
Club, and patrons’ privileges at the
winery and restaurant at
Lake Hayes
9

Exclusive visits in 2016 and 2017
to NZIA award-winning homes and
other outstanding buildings in your
part of the country
10

Ongoing recognition of your
patronage on the NZIA Venice
Biennale website (optional).
*A transport fee will apply

There is one level only: $5,000 including GST. Full payment need not be made until March
2016 but a non-refundable 50% deposit to secure this exclusive package must be made by
December 2015.

